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Abstract
Two heav y trucks have been operated in Stockholm city center during night time for e period of one
and a half y ears. New technology has been tested: one the trucks was an electric hy brid with zone
management and one was a PIEK certified biogas truck. The two trucks have been operated in
different deliv ery schemes: on dedicated and one consolidated. The off-peak trial has been assessed in
from four different perspectives: no ise, transport efficiency, users and policy, and socioeconomic
aspects. In addition, a literature survey has been performed.
Noise produced while travelling with the two trucks tested is not disturbing. The main challenge is
noise produced during unloading, and in particular in areas where the background noise is low.
Transportation efficiency is improved from several perspectives compared with daytime deliveries :
transport speed increased, fuel consumption decreased and service times decreased. However, one
conclusion from the project is that it is challenging to compare daytime deliveries with off-peak
deliv eries for an indiv idual truck, since the routing will be different depending on the time of the day
ev en if the deliv ery points are the same. The reason is that the routing during daytime will be
optimized to take congestion into account. Therefore, if general conclusions are to be drawn, data from
more different trucks in different delivery schemes need to be collected and analyzed.
Sta keholder interviews showed that the most important benefits are increased efficiency, shorter travel
and deliv er times, higher productivity both for carriers and receivers, less environmental impacts and
fuel cost sav ings, as well as better working conditions when trucks are moved from rush hours to offpeak hours. The most important social costs are increased noise levels and noise disturbances,
additional staff, equipment and wage costs as well as higher risks in handling goods deliveries at night
times, especially in the case of unassisted deliveries. In general, the benefits exceed the costs.
From the socio-economic analysis it is clear that the dominating type of ex ternal cost for daytime
deliv eries is contribution to congestion. This cost is reduced is nearly eliminated during off-peak
deliv eries. In addition, off-peak deliveries reduces CO2 emissions, but even more the emissions of air
pollutants and can therefore contribute significantly to improving local air quality. The cost of noise is
more than twice as big as for day time deliveries.
From the city ’s perspective the most important remaining challenges are related to 1 ) Noise
measurements and surveillance, 2) general requirements and surveillance, for ex ample concerning
v ehicles, fuels, and emission levels that are to be allowed, 3) The responsibility for potential additional
costs related to infrastructural changes needed.
The ov erall conclusion from the project is that the benefits from off-peak deliveries exceed the costs.
The results from the project suggest that the concept of off-peak deliveries is beneficiary in the
Stockholm region, and the off-peak delivery program is suggested to continue and be scaled up to
inv olve more vehicles and other types of goods. During the upscaling it is r elevant to continue to study
effects on transport efficiency, noise levels, and potential business barriers that may arise.
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Introduction

Goods transports is a significant part of the traffic in cities during day time. Congestion makes
effectiv ity is low. One internationally tested improvement is goods deliveries during off-peak hours:
ev enings, nights and early mornings, so called Off-peak hours distribution (OPHD). OPHD can make
distribution transports more efficient and increase profitability since congestion is av oided and
v ehicles can be used for an additional shift. OPHD also contributes to better usage of the street room.
During 201 4 Stockholm City took the initiative to start pilot tests with OPHD in a limited test in the
city center. The two projects "Off-peak city logistics, research phase 1 " and "Off-peak city logistics,
additional project" were started to test new technology that can improve the OPHD and to assess the
pilot and create knowledge about transport efficiency, noise, socio -economic effects and stakeholders
ex periences. In this report we present the results from these two projects.
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Review & State of the Art

In this rev iew of selected previous pilots peer-reviewed literature as well as reports are included, and
has been complemented with a set of interv iews to participants of previous pilots (i.e., New Y ork City ,
Paris, London and Denmark) to gain a clear idea of the state of the art in off-peak hours (OPH)
distribution. This review shows that shifting freight traffic to the OPH has been a popular initiative
considered throughout the years by both the private and the public sector, and there seems to be a
consensus on the benefits that these programs could bring about. A key aspect when implementing
Off-Peak Hour Deliv eries (OPHD) is understanding the decision process leading to delivery -time.
Although there are multiple delivery arrangements, the literature shows that receivers’ and the publi c
sector’s constraints prevail when defining the time -windows for deliveries (often overlapping with
peak-hours), while carriers’ operational decisions dominate the specific delivery -time within those
time-windows. Accordingly, OPHD implementation approach es targeting a relaxation of receivers and
the public sectors’ constraints hav e showed better results, than the ones ex clusively targeting carriers.
Another aspect that facilitates successful OPHD program is the ty pe of schemes. Past ex perience
rev ealed that the high cost of staffed OPHD led to unsustainable programs that were usually not
pursued, while unassisted deliveries aided by technology and trust links between carriers and receivers
led to successful programs. The case of OPHD at large traffic gene rators is interesting because despite
its big potential and suitability, a limited amount of literature was found describing this practice.
As part of this rev iew, representatives from previous OPHD pilots in different cities were interviewed.
A summary is presented in
.
The rev iew undertaken in this project shows that OPHD are suitable to tackle common urban
challenges and bring about positive outcomes, such as travel time savings, fuel sav ings, environmental
sav ings, and stakeholders’ satisfaction. However, there are a number of challenges to be considered
and addressed to ensure the success of OPHD, such as decreasing noise impacts, relaxing access and
loading/unloading restrictions, and ensuring stakeholder engagement. The ex perience in different
cities suggest elements to address these issues, such as:
(i)

Introducing low noise technology, guides and standards, train the drivers on low noise
practices, and create a noise measurement program to address noise issues

(ii)

Discuss with local authorities and communities, initiate pilots, gain high lev els officials
support, identify and create awareness of ex isting and non -existing access restrictions, and
coordinate restrictions across municipalities.
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Energy efficiency is measured by fuel consumption per driven kilometer. This indicator not only
describes the effects of congestion (unnecessary stop-and-go), but also disturbances such as traffic
lights and pedestrians. Energy efficiency is not only critical from carriers’ perspective, but it is also
an important societal and env ironmental aspect as it is closely tied to emissions of CO 2 and other
pollutants.

x

Service Efficiency
Serv ice efficiency is ex amined using the indicators of service time per delivery stop, service speed,
and number of serv ice stops v ersus driving time.

Different data sources are employed to evaluate the four aspects of transport efficiency:
x
x
x

Fleet Management Sy stem Data
GPS Data
Logistics Data

The three different data sources provide all necessary information for computing the above-mentioned
indicators of transport efficiency. The methodology for assessing the transport efficiency of off-peak
deliv eries is shown in Figure 1 6.

Figure 16 Flow chart of transport efficiency evaluation using different data sources.
Evaluation Design
The two trucks made delivery tours with different schemes.
Truck A (Dedicated Deliv ery to a Single Customer)
Truck A made dedicated deliveries of big v olumes to specific receiver in ev ery trip; the del ivery route is
shown in Figure 1 7 (a). During the pilot study, three grocery stores in Stockholm inner city changed
their deliv ery routines from daytime to off-peak hours on weekdays. The three stores are located at
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Sv eav ägen (Store 1 ), Sankt Eriksgatan (Store 2), and Södra Station (Store 3), and are displayed at th e
lower right corner in Figure 17 (a) as a red circle, a green star and a pink cro ss, respectively.
In order to generate the comparison data for day time deliveries, artificial daytime delivery trips were
carried out with truck A during a data collection period between May 9 th, 2016 and May 22 nd, 2016.
During this period, truck A traversed exactly the same delivery routes to the three stores as during the
off-peak hours. In total, fiv e delivery trips were made to each of Store 1 , 2 and 3 during day time, and
1 0, 1 0 and 9 trips in off-peak hours were made to each store during the measurement period,
respectively. Data from these trips are used in the analy sis in order to evaluate the transport efficiency
indicators.
Truck B (Consolidated Deliv ery to V arious Customers)
Truck B made consolidated deliveries of small v olumes to several customers in the city in one tour
both during day time and off-peak hours (Figure 17(b)). The warehouse is located in the south of
Stockholm and shown as a red diamond in Figure 1 7 (b), and the customers are different restaurants
and hotels that are spread o ut in the entire Stockholm region. Due to the business characteristics of the
customers, the delivery points of truck B were different from day to day.
The deliv ery routes of truck B v aried from day to day, which means it is not possible to compare the
transport efficiency indicators along the same delivery routes as with truck A. On the other hand, the
deliv ery routes cover the entire Stockholm region. The FMS data prov ided by the truck manufacturer
were av ailable on a continuous basis and giv e an ov erall picture of the traffic conditions at different
times of the day . The FMS data include timestamp, odometer, fuel lev el, instantaneous speed, GPS
coordinates, ignition status, and driver change. The data were recorded at the frequency of one record
per minute. Thus, the FMS data of truck B are used to study the general transport efficiency between
day time and off-peak hours in the Stockholm region. The day time period is further divided into four
interv als: 6:00 – 1 0:00, 1 0:00 – 1 5:00, 15:00 – 1 8:00, and 1 8:0 0 – 22:00. FMS data from a 1 0 -month
period (in total 244 days) between September 24 th, 2015 and July 24 th, 2016 are used in the transport
efficiency evaluation.
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Figure 17 Delivery routes of the two off-peak trucks. (a) Truck A making dedicated
deliveries. (b) Truck B making consolidated deliveries.
Results
Table 2 summarizes the evaluation of the four aspects of transport efficiency for both truck A
(dedicated deliveries) and truck B (consolidated deliveries) in the Stockholm pi lot. The distribution of
driv ing speeds, arrival time, fuel consumption and service efficiency of both trucks are depicted as boxand-whisker plots in Figure 3, 4 and 5.
T ABLE 2 T ransport efficiency indicators.
Truck A
(dedicated delivery)
Off-peak Delivery (10PM-6AM)
Store 1
Store 2
Store 3
Driving Efficiency
Average speed (km/h)
Delivery Reliability
Travel time (minutes)
Standard deviation of
travel time (minutes)
Energy Efficiency
Fuel consumption
(liter/100 km)
Service Efficiency
Service time (minutes)
Service speed (TPE/h)

Daytime Delivery (6AM-10PM)
Store 1
Store 2
Store 3

62.08

64.71

58.95

46.00

64.37

50.74

31.23

29.02

41.21

44.17

29.55

44.67

2.28

1.80

5.29

12.00

3.05

2.37

28.92

28.22

28.90

46.44
27.63

46.17
20.90

51.66
21.39
Truck B
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Off-peak
Delivery
22:00 - 6:00
Driving Efficiency
Average speed (km/h)
Energy Efficiency
Fuel consumption
(liter/100 km)
Service Efficiency
Service time (minutes)
Number of service stops
per driving hour

(consolidated delivery)
Daytime
Daytime
Delivery 6:00
Delivery
10:00 - 15:00
- 10:00

Daytime
Delivery
15:00 - 18:00

Daytime
Delivery
18:00 - 22:00

22.16

21.17

21.73

13.96

23.22

26.16

28.64

27.00

30.96

24.57

14.35

18.45

14.36

11.30

11.97

3.73

3.54

3.73

7.11

2.07

The ev aluation of the pilot study showed that off-peak deliveries in general hav e better performance
regarding driving efficiency, delivery reliability and energy efficiency. The driving speed on the same
deliv ery route in off-peak is approximately 31% higher than in the morning peak using the data from
the truck making dedicated deliveries, and the driving speed in the entire urban network in off -peak is
ca. 59% higher than in the afternoon peak based on data from the consolidated deliveries. However, no
definitiv e conclusion can be drawn regarding service efficiency aspect using the dataset from the pilot
project.
Moreover, the evaluation highlighted that the delivery route of the truck making consolidated
deliv eries is already adjusted in order to meet customers’ demand and at the same time av oid
congestion. The comparison conducted in the case study is between a regular delivery route in off -peak
and an adjusted route during daytime. Thus, better performance in transport efficiency for off -peak
deliv ery is ex pected while using the same delivery route.
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with other users of other modes of transport e.g. cycling lanes or pavements should be taken into
consideration for promotion of night-time operations over time.
But before the ex pansion of off-peak deliveries additional research and testing is needed in terms of
new technologies in v ehicles and equipment, increase of participation and commitment of
stakeholders especially in priv ate sector and wider testing area, covering all the centre of the city of
Stockholm in order to fully understand the steps required, the benefits, the cos ts and the challenges.
The city of Stockholm is growing rapidly urging the need for such policies. Although congestion and
problems in the distribution of goods in the city centre were identified many years before, there was no
policy or action to remedy the situation before the establishment of off-peak logistics project in 2014.
According to the former v ice-mayor for transportation in Stockholm, although urban logistics is an
integral part of ev eryday life, policies related to freight transport are not p art of the political discussion
so in most case they are not promoted by politicians. Ev en they are highly accepted by industry, the
fact that they affect indirectly citizens make them not to be priority in policy makers agenda.
5.4

Socio-economic analysis

Introduction
This section reviews the socio-economic benefits of off-peak deliveries. This is achieved by comparing
the ex ternal costs of business-as-usual daytime distribution trips and compare them with the
distribution trips at night-time. Two cases are analysed, representing the two pilots in the project as
described in the section ‘ Error! Reference source not found.’ (p.Error! Bookmark not
defined.). The first case is a dedicated delivery to a single customer (full truckload, FTL). The second
is a consolidated delivery to V arious customers (less-than-truckload transport, LTL). The main design
of the cases is display ed in (Figure 22).

Figure 22: Typical transport chain. (a) Less-than-truckload, (b) Full truck load
Method
Figure 23 shows the research approach. The ex ternal costs are calculated with the CUTS-Assessment
model (see (Behrends, 2016) for model description). The following input data is used:
x
x
x

Transport chains: GPS data from the project. Traffic data on congestion levels based on
GoogleMaps.
V ehicle data: Size, Diesel E-IV , i.e. the state-of-the art Diesel engine.
Emission data: based on Handbook of Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA)
(INFRAS, 201 4). Emission parameters included are 1 ) The greenhouse gas carbon dioxide
contributing to climate change; and 2) the air pollutants particles, nitrogen oxides,
hy drocarbons, sulfer oxides and methane. The analysis is limited to ‘wheel-to-tank’, i.e. only
emissions from operating the v ehicle are included. Neither emissions from fuel production and
distribution (‘well-to-tank’) nor from v ehicle and infrastructure production, etc. are included
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Congestion cost dominate externalities of urban distribution. Hence, shifting distribution to o ff-peak
hours entails significant benefits. This is not only the case in ex treme congestion levels (such as in
Manhattan), but are ev en significant at moderate levels (reduction of 60% in ex ternalities i n the low
congestion scenario).
•
•

•

Naturally , OPHD reduces CO2 emissoins, but ev en more the emissions of air pollutants.
OPHD can therefore contribute significantly to improving local air quality.
There is no signicant effect on safety. This may be due to th e methodology used, as according
to Ricardo EAE (201 4) accident risk costs are independent of congestion levels and time of
day .
The congestion and air pollution benefits are achieved at the cost of higher noise impacts,
which are more than 2 times as big as for day time deliveries.
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Figure 25: External cost of daytime and off-hour deliveries
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Conclusions

Two heav y trucks have been operated in Stockholm city centre during night time for e period of one
and a half y ears. New technology has been tested: one the trucks was an electric hy brid with zone
management and one was a PIEK certified biogas truck. The two trucks have been operated in
different deliv ery schemes: on dedicated and one consolidated.
To assess noise generated from the transportation, a new method has been developed and tested. The
method uses two microphones mounted on the v ehicles, and can thereby distinguish the noise from
the truck and the loading procedure from the backgr ound noise both during the travelling and the
unloading phases. The conclusions from the noise measurements are that the noise produced while
trav elling with the two trucks tested is not disturbing. The main challenge is noise produced during
unloading, and in particular in areas where the background noise is low.
Transportation efficiency is improved from several perspectives compared with daytime deliveries . The
speed of the consolidated truck was on the av erage driving 31% faster during off-peak hours than
morning peak hours. The av erage network speed is almost 60% higher during off-peak hours than
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during afternoon peak hours. The measurements also showed a decrease in fuel consumption during
off-peak operation compared to daytime operation, as well as longer service times during daytime.
Howev er, one conclusion from the project is that it is challenging to compare daytime deliveries with
off-peak deliv eries for an indiv idual truck, since the routing will be different depending on the time of
the day ev en if the deliv ery points are the same. The reason is that the routing during daytime will be
optimized to take congestion into account. Therefore the numbers presented in this report should be
seen as ex amples for those cases rather than general conclusions. If general conclusions are to be
drawn, data from more different trucks in different delivery schemes need to be collected and
analy sed.
Sta keholders from private and public sectors have been interviewed, to get the stake holders
perspectives. The most important benefits are increased efficiency, shorter travel and deliver times,
higher productivity both for carriers and receivers, less environmental impacts and fuel cost savings,
as well as better working conditions when trucks are moved from rush hours to off-peak hours. The
most important social costs are increased noise levels and noise disturbances, additional staff,
equipment and wage costs as well as higher risks in handling goods deliveries at night times, especially
in the case of unassisted deliveries. In general, the benefits exceed the costs.
The ex pansion of such a policy is not a simple decision but a quite complex procedure since it imposes
a modification of business models for companies. Also, the literature study shows that although there
are a lot of benefits with off-peak deliv eries, often a special program to foster a change from daytime to
off-peak deliv eries is needed.
From the socio-economic analysis it is clear that the dominating type of ex ternal cost for daytime
deliv eries is contribution to congestion, which ac count for roughly 90% of the total ex ternalities. This
cost is reduced is nearly eliminated during off-peak deliveries. In addition, off-peak deliveries reduces
CO2 emissions, but even more the emissions of air pollutants and can therefore contribute
significantly to improving local air quality. The cost of higher noise I more than twice as big as for
day time deliveries.
Still there are a few but from the city ’s perspective very important challenges :
x

Lev els of background noise in the city should be inv estigated, and acceptable noise levels need
to be established. In addition, methods for measurements and surveillance need to be
established.

x

General requirements and surveilance methods for performing o ff-peak deliveries need to be
established, for ex emple concerning vehicles, fuels, and emission levels that are allowed.

x

There may be additional costs related to changes needed to assure safe and silent off-peak
deliv eries, for ex ample paving, and other infrastructural changes. Who should be responsible
and who should fund it.

The ov erall conclusion from the project is that the benefits from off-peak deliveries exceed the costs.
The results from the project suggest that the concept of off-peak deliveries is beneficiary in the
Stockholm region, and that the off-peak delivery program continues and is scaled up to inv olve more
v ehicles and other types of goods. During the upscaling it is relevant to continue to study effects on
transport efficiency, noise levels, and potential business barriers that may arise.
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